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Abstract: A self-adaptive resource provisioning on demand is a critical factor
in cloud computing. The selection of accurate amount of resources at run
time is not easy due to dynamic nature of requests. Therefore, a self-adaptive
strategy of resources is required to deal with dynamic nature of requests based
on run time change in workload. In this paper we proposed a Cloud-based
Adaptive Resource Scheduling Strategy (CARSS) Framework that formally
addresses these issues and is more expressive than traditional approaches. The
decision making in CARSS is based on more than one factors. The MAPE-K
based framework determines the state of the resources based on their current
utilization. Timed-Arc Petri Net (TAPN) is used to model system formally
and behaviour is expressed in TCTL, while TAPAAL model checker verifies
the underline properties of the system.
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a new paradigm [1], showing astonishing growth in the academic and industrial fields. Essential cloud computing capabilities include on-demand self-service, wide area network
access, resource pools and measurable services. Cloud computing is bifurcated into deployment and
service models. The deployment of the cloud is public: the cloud infrastructure is accessible to the
public on the internet and is owned by a cloud provider, private: the cloud infrastructure is managed
by a single organization and can exist on-premises or off-premises, hybrid: the cloud infrastructure
includes functions for the public and private clouds and communities: cloud infrastructure is used for
specific communities. Cloud Computing provides its services via a set of virtual resources (such as
servers, virtual machines, etc.) and offer services based on three main service models: Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Based on these service
paradigms it not only reduces software development cost deployment effort, generalizes the reusability
of all cloud resources. The services offered by the cloud service provider are pay per usage basis. It
means the cost of cloud computing depends upon the usage of resources. The assurance of availability
of resources with desired satisfaction is required to meet the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between
service provider and the client.
In cloud computing, the process of assigning the available resources to user over the internet is
referred as resource scheduling [2]. The main considerations in resource scheduling are jobs, virtual
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machines, and the physical machine [3]. The resource scheduling is complex [4] due to several reasons,
including the dynamic nature of cloud computing, rapid elasticity and multitenant challenges, the correctness of financial and scientific application and complex provisioning, composition, configuration
and deployment requirements. Therefore it is hard to plan a design time resource strategy to deal
with all dynamic behaviours at runtime. The efficiency and scalability in cloud computing can only be
achieved through proper management of resources.
The rapid growth in the demand of cloud computing has produced load on cloud data centers
[5] and demands optimal resource allocation and utilization. The main concerns of cloud computing
are load balancing and energy consumption [6,7]. Load balancing is the process in which the load is
assigned and reassigned among available resources to maximize the throughput of the system. The
load balancing is concerned to reduce the cost, energy consumption, and response time to improve
resource utilization and performance of overall system [8,9]. The load balancing divides the traffic
between all servers, so data can be sent and received without any delay with load balancing [10]. The
major goals of load balancing are cost effectiveness, scalability and flexibility and priority. The load
balancing algorithms are classified [11] depending on the state of the system and on who initiated
the process. Depending on the state of the system the algorithm may be static or dynamic. While
based on who initiates the process it depends on the request generated by the sender, receiver, or
symmetric. In static load balancing the main focus is the small distributed environment with high
internet speed and ignorable communication delay. The dynamic load balancing algorithm is suitable
for large distributed environments with less communication delay and execution time. The algorithm
that suits cloud computing is dynamic load balancing as the nature of the cloud itself is dynamic [12].
The allocation of resources in a dynamic environment is complex because of the growing number of
managed resources as well as an increase in the number of user with different requirements [13]. It is
essential to have an automated system capable of adapting to the evolution of changing platforms and
requirements to produce desired outcomes. The system needs to scale up or down automatically as per
demands. Human intervention can produce solid results, but it will cost time and money, resulting in an
inefficient system. A self-adaptive approach, on the other hand, can lead to a situation where capacity
is dynamically changed to meet resource demand. A self-adaptive system is an approach based on
the MAPE-K [14] to reason and acts accordingly to the quality of service, cloud service information,
and delivery information, and make improved resource allocation decisions for every user request.
The MAPE-K based agents make rational decisions based on their ability to detect the environmental
condition and alter its behaviour or structure. Such an agent has the ability to monitor changes in
their existing environment, analyze the state of the system based on the sensed information, plan next
possible action based on the state of the system and its own capability and option and executes a plan.
While the knowledge of the agent about the environment and itself supports all these steps. Most
of the work in cloud computing is simulation-based however the need for formally modeling and
verifying an agent-based cloud environment is also very important. Resource Scheduling techniques
have been developed for managing the resources in cloud computing. In [15] authors applied the
techniques of formal verification to cloud services. They proposed a UPPAAL based method for
modeling and verifying Resource Provisioning as Service (RPaaS). Their proposed model focus on
the basic requirements of clients i.e., types and available time of resources. The model works for the
basic requirements and does not covers the complex attributes. Biographical reactive systems (BRS)
were adopted by [16] as a semantic framework for characterising structural and behavioral features of
elastic cloud systems. While, at the service and infrastructure levels, they offered elasticity strategies
for horizontal scaling and (de)provisioning of cloud resources. The BRS specification in their work is
encoded into Maude language to enable automatic executability. Fan et al. [4] proposed an adaptive
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resource scheduling strategy for cloud computing. Also the model takes reliability and time into
consideration for the modeling process, and Petri nets are used to model the proposed base layer and
meta layer models. The adaptive resource scheduling strategy is converted into CTL formulas and
the basic properties of the system are analyzed. They performed different experiments to evaluate the
various aspects of their proposed method. The hierarchical method based on Petri nets proposed by
Fan et al. [17] considers only resource utilization rate and cost. When the number of tasks is increasing,
the struggle for resources also increases, and this creates complexity. The prime aim of the scheduling
algorithm is to speed up the execution of a task in the cloud. Amiziani et al. [18] discussed the problems
of elasticity in cloud computing. They proposed and formalized two operations, Duplication and
Consolidation using Petri nets. Souri et al. [19] presented a systematic and comprehensive literature
review of the formal verification approaches in cloud computing. The results presented to strengthen
the motivation to model and verify the cloud services.
An agent-based self-adaptive system for cloud platform is proposed by [13]. Their model follows
the MAPE-K approach to respond according to QoS. Simulations are done to test their model,
however formal verification of their proposed model is not done. Although in [16] a biographical
reactive system is used to formally model the cloud system. However, the proposed model only
considered one aspect which is elasticity. In [20] a dynamic scheduling algorithm is proposed that
balances the workload among all virtual machines. However, the workload is balanced based on the
deadline and lack any kind of self adaptively. A MAPE-K based framework SMARTS for modeling
of self-adaptive real-time multi-agent system is proposed in [21] that defines a set of interfaces for the
formal modeling of self-adaptive real-time multi-agent systems. In our previous work [22] an intelligent
cloud based load balancing system is proposed. The proposed system makes use of Fuzzy logic
to intelligently distribute load among different resources. A self-adaptive load balancing technique
proposed in [23] uses live migration for load balancing. In their work a centralized load balancer is
installed that monitors the load of every machine and then makes decision of migration. However, their
algorithm considers only a single threshold value to decide about migration. An intelligent machine
learning and self-adaptive resource allocation framework for cloud computing is proposed in [24].
Their proposed work decreases the energy usage and boost the resource allocation usage time. The
run-time decision making for resource allocation is primarily based on improved Bat Algorithm (IBA).
Workload-aware efficient resource allocation and load balancing framework for fog computing is
proposed in [25]. Their proposed approach is tailored to the internet of health things (IoHT). Task
sequencing, dynamic resource allocation, and load balancing are main components of the suggested
algorithmic framework. Their approach achieves a 25% reduction in network bandwidth, a 37%
reduction in energy usage, and a 45 percent reduction in delay, outperforming existing approaches.
However, there are certain limitations to their research, such as security, privacy, and determining the
overall computing cost.
It is observed from the literature surveyed to the best of our knowledge that such an agent based
self-adaptive system doesn’t exist which is characterized by the parameters including, cost, energy,
performance, resource provision and SLA all together. We proposed a Cloud-based Adaptive Resource
Scheduling Strategy (CARSS) framework that not only considers the QoS aspect of cloud computing
but also manages resource scheduling with dynamic load balancing and migrations. The CARSS
framework algorithm overcomes the limitation of algorithm presented in [23] by taking not only
the threshold but the remaining time to execute and transfer time required as well before deciding
the migration and balancing the load. This helps to minimize the migrations and gain better load
balancing. The multi-agent approach is used with the MAPE-K to formally model and verify the
self adaptivity at all stages of resource scheduling and load balancing. The Int-agent deployed at host
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monitors the system locally and make local decisions while share their state for global decision making.
Also, to the best of our knowledge a multi agent self-adaptive system is not formally modeled and
verified as our proposed CARSS framework is modeled and verified. By using different parameters,
the proposed framework is modeled in TAPN and for consistency specifications that CARSS should
meet are verified in TAPAAL model checker.
2 Preliminaries

The Self-adaptive resource scheduling is dynamically adapting a strategy without the intervention
of humans. In this section we will discuss terminologies required to understand the problem under
discussion.
2.1 Self Adaptive System

Self-adaptive systems are able to modify their execution behavior to achieve system goals. The
reasons for triggering adaptation action in such system are unpredictable circumstances such as
changes in the system‘s environment, system faults, new requirements, and changes in the priority of
requirements. In order to deal with these uncertainties, a self-adaptive system continuously monitors
itself, gathers data, and analyzes them to decide if adaption is required [26].
2.2 MAPE-K Feedback Loop

The Autonomic Computing proposed by IBM [27] defined four major areas namely SelfConfiguration, Self-Healing, Self-Optimization, and Self Protection. The MAPE-K loop in autonomic
computing represents Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute Phase, and Knowledge base. The Monitor
phase is responsible for monitoring the system parameter from the primary stage of execution. The
Analyzing phase is responsible for analyzing the adapting symptoms by monitoring the data. The
Planning phase is responsible for adaptation strategies while the execution phase is responsible for
applying the adaptation strategy. Knowledge is regarded as a central element as it works in integration
with all phases to deliver a reliable outcome.
2.3 ARTIS Agent Architecture

An Agent is an entity that perceives an environment through sensors and acts on that environment through effectors [28]. Architecture for Real-Time Intelligent Systems (ARTIS) was originally
proposed in [29]. It is an extension of the blackboard model in which many agents cooperate together
for solving a general problem. Each ARTIS agent is incorporated with many internal agents (IntAgent) [30]. An Int-Agent has the necessary knowledge to solve a particular problem and has the
additional feature of reactivity, collaborative performance, and hard real-time activity. For these
additional features, each Int-Agent consists of reflex level, cognition level, and action level. Further,
each Int-Agent consists of reflex level, cognition level, and action level. The nature of an Int-Agent
is either critical or non-critical. Each ARTIS agent has a Control Module that is responsible for the
realtime execution of each component that belongs to it. The control module is further divided into
submodules Reflex Server (RS) which controls the execution of tasks in a critical environment and
Deliberate Server (DS) which controls the execution of deliberate tasks.
2.4 Timed-Arc Petrinet (TAPN)

A TAPN is a 7-tuple (P, T, IA, OA, t, i, inv) where P is finite set of places, T is finite set of
transitions, IA is a finite set of input arcs, OA is finite set of output arcs, t is a function defining
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transport arc, i is a function defining inhibitor arcs, and inv is a function assigning age invariant to
places [31].
3 Cloud-Based Adaptive Resource Scheduling Strategy Framework (CARSS)

Self adaptivity allows to adapt according to situational requirement. Our proposed framework
Cloud-based Adaptive Resource Scheduling Strategy (CARSS) is shown in Fig. 1. We introduced
an agent-based self-adaptive approach that makes use of MAPE-K to schedule the resources cost
effectively and energy efficiently. The self-adaptive strategy is based on the analysis of the execution
process of user requests from requirement analysis to allocation of the virtual machine and then the
accomplishment of the task. Agents are intelligent software entities that have the ability to work
autonomously on behalf of user and interact with the environment in context. Self-adaptive agents
are based on the MAPE-K feedback loop [14]. These agents can sense environment and then make
rational decisions. They also can monitor any change in the environment and take rational decision
after analyzing the change and its impact. These agents are designed in such a way that they are
loaded with prior knowledge about the environment. The knowledge is updated as the new plans
are generated. That‘s the reason, the model works on closed loop manner to constantly perceive the
environment and adapt to the changes.
Our proposed framework deploys one ARTIS agent at each data center. An agent in the ARTIS
architecture has multiple internal agents (Int-Agent) each of which can solve a specific problem. In
proposed framework every host machine is deployed with one Int-Agent. The frame work consists of
managed and managing systems. The managed system is responsible for the functional requirements
of the system. Each internal agent is composed of MAPE-K based architecture. When a change in
environment is observed through sensors, the Int-Agent is notified to complete the task. When a
request is completed by these agents a notification is sent back to the environment. Each Int-Agent
is connected directly to the knowledge base and updates it regularly. All the updates to the Monitor
Int-agent are received through the managed system and all updates are forwarded to managed system
by Executer Int-agent once the task assigned is completed. The managed system is responsible to
control the hardware attached to it in order to achieve the functional requirement. The Int-Agent
on every host manages the virtual machine while the ARTIS agent on data center manages the
host. The communication among data centers is controlled through the directory facilitator while
communication among hosts is managed by Agent Management System. The deployment of the
framework is as per the configuration of the service provider.
It is evident that statistical analysis of historical data to detect an overloaded or under-loaded
host is not precise for an environment where the workload is dynamic and unpredictable. In proposed
framework the Int-Agent monitors the host and interacts with other Int-Agent deployed on other
hosts. All these Int-Agents work cooperatively and update each other about the status of the relevant
host. This interaction helps to get updated status of each other and selection of suitable host if
migration is required. This kind of interaction and monitoring allows making more accurate decisions
to detect overloaded and under-loaded hosts and the selection of appropriate VM for migration.
The self-adaptive resource scheduling in CARSS is based on the identification of host overload and
underload status. An Int-Agent detects when a host is being overloaded. When a host is overloaded it
ultimately suffers a shortage of resources that may lead to SLA violation and QoS degradation. The
Int-Agent decided to migrate one or more VM from the overloaded host to another suitable host to
overcome the need for resources inside the overloaded host. The Int-Agent also detects when a host
is being under-loaded. The detection of the underload host is required to reduce energy consumption.
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The Int-Agent decides to migrate all VM from the under-loaded host to another suitable host. Once
the VM is migrated the under-load host is switched off to save energy. However, if no suitable host is
available for any of the VM the migration will not be done. For migration, the Int-Agent has to select
an appropriate VM and determine which host will be suitable for candidate VMs for migration.

Figure 1: Cloud-based adaptice resource scheduling (CARSS) framework
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In CARSS, request is received in SaaS layer. This layer accepts user requests as per SLA and
transfer it to PaaS layer. The third layer is IaaS that consists of data center. A data center offers services
in the form of virtual machines. The offered resource is either stand alone or composite resource.
A request in our case is Rq = ( Rid , type, p, q, m, TL, DL) where Rid is the unique identifier of a
request, type is the resource type that is a virtual machine in our case, p is the requested processing
speed in Millions Instructions per Second (MIPS), q is the number of processors requested, m is
memory requested, TL is the length of a task in Million Instructions (MI), and DL is the deadline
of the submitted task.
A resource (Rs ) in our case is a virtual machine VM = (id, vs, vl, vr, vq, vt, N) where id is VM
identifier, vs is the processing speed of VM in MIPS, vl is the current load on VM, vr is the memory
size of VM, vq is the number of processors, vt is the time a resource is available, and N is the total
number of requests submitted to a VM.
The proposed self-adaptive strategy of resources in cloud computing is five-tuple consisting of
Cost, Energy, Performance, Resource Provisioning, and Service Level Agreement. The CARSS uses
cost-aware criteria to measure the effect of resource cost at a certain time unit. The associated time T
with each task is the time to complete a single task while the cost in CARSS is the task performed in
time T. The proposed framework ensures that a resource is optimally utilized to complete its task
and consequently a task will be assigned to a resource having optimality with reference to given
environment. Eq. (1) determines the total cost to perform n tasks on one host.
Ch :=

n


Ti

(1)

i=1

Whereas total cost to perform all the tasks on all the host at one data center is computed with
Eq. (2) where m is the total number of host per data center.
Cdc =

n
m


j=1

Tij

(2)

i=1

With the increase in interest and trust of user in cloud computing data centers are expanding
rapidly and resultantly the Energy Consumption (Ec ) problems become significant. The Ec is related
to resource utilization. By increasing the resource utilization in efficient way Ec can be managed. Ec of
cloud data center at time t is sum of Ec of all active hosts at data center and is represented by Eq. (3).
Ec :=

m


Ph(t)

(3)

h=1

Ph(t) is the power of host at time t and is calculated using Eq. (4).


(t)
Ph(t) = Pmax − Pidle × Ucpu

(4)

(t)
represents
where Pidle and Pmax represents the Ec of the host when it is 0% or 100% respectively. Ucpu
(t)
CPU utilization of one host at time t that is the main factor affecting Ec . Whereas, Ucpu at time t is the
ratio of resource usage (RU)to total resources (TR) of host , and given as Eq. (5).

RU (t)
(5)
TR(t)
Resource Usage (RU) at one data center is equals
to the sum of resource usage of all the hosts
m 
n
deployed at that data center and is represented by j=1 i=1 RUij
(t)
=
Ucpu
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Performance (Pr ) monitoring at cloud helps to manage cloud environment. Pr at time t is the ratio
(t)
of total requests completed (TR(t)
c ) to total requests received (TRr ) at any host.
TR(t)
c
(6)
TR(t)
r
Resource Provisioning is to allocate optimal amount of resources at the right time and consequently adjust resources. Resource provisioning enables to create new instance of resources, enhance
the capacity of existing resources or preempt unutilized resources to enhance the system performance.
It also makes sure that system will adjust resources in case a resource is overutilized or underutilized.
For proper resource provision system load is first need to be computed. Workload of a machine can
be computed by dividing the task lengths (Tl ) of all tasks of a VM at time t with processing power as
in Eq. (7).
n
Tl
i=1
(t)
(7)
vlvm =
vs × vq
Whereas, the total load (T L) of all virtual machines at one host is computed in Eq. (8).
Pr =

TLh =

n


i
vlvm

(8)

i=1

The required resource for a particular request is assigned on the basis of TLh . The scaling is made at
this stage when provisioning of new resource is demanded. The scaling of resources is either horizontal,
meaning more VMs to be added, or vertical, meaning CPU power increases. The resource provision
method also computes the CPU‘s degree of relevance that reflects on performance. If task can be
executed in parallel manner then resource provision adapts horizontal scaling otherwise vertical.
The SLA guarantees the availability of resources and response time as per agreement. If resource
required to execute a task is not available or guaranteed response time is not met then SLA violation
is generated. The SLA metric, that indicates the targets for the share of customers as predefined
minimum level of service, is determined through Eq. (9). In order to satisfy the QoS of user, the SLA
violation should be minimized.
RR(t) − RU (t)
(9)
SLA =
RR(t)
The Monitor Int-Agent continuously monitors the system and collects data from various system
components and applications in execution. The monitoring process makes a system self-aware. The
collected data is passed to the analyzer to understand the system‘s current state, progress, and potential
future actions. A set of policies is managed by the Analyzer Int-Agent that can be used to perform
adaptation as well as a set of goals that must be completed. One or more actuators carry out specific
actions on the system during the execute phase. The combination of policy, target and actuator is
our adaptation policy. For example while ensuring the self-adaptive strategy we also want to optimize
performance and energy consumption by acting on the frequency of processors. In this scenario, our
goal is to maximize performance while conserving energy, and our policy is a process that determines
how actuators are activated. Several adaptation policies could be active at the same time, influencing
each other‘s decisions. Our self-adaptive framework is managing all these things by cooperation. The
performance and energy can be optimized by adapting the policy to use minimum amount of resources
needed to accomplish a task. It leads to the possibility of consolidating multiple tasks on the same
machine to increase resource utilization and minimize energy consumption by destroying underload
machine (after migrating task to other machines) and idle machines.
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3.1 Formal Modeling of CARSS Framework

The formal methods approach is an effective way to improve reliability and quality of the system.
The proposed framework is modeled using Timed Arc Petri nets that provides strong mathematical
and graphical representations to incorporate concurrency, sequential execution, conflicts, determinism, resource sharing, timing information, communication, synchronization, and distribution in the
underlying system. The Timed-Arc Petrinet of CARSS framework is represented in Fig. 2, while the
TCTL properties are used to verify the correctness of the system. Places are passive entities in Timed
Arc Petri Net, whereas transitions are active entities. Processes and attributes make up the CARSS
framework’s environment.

Figure 2: TAPN model of CARSS framework
The attribute values are continuously monitored by agent and when a new event occurs these
attribute values are updated. When a request is received, the transition Arrive forwards request to
RequestAnalysis state. The transition CheckingSLA forwards request for SLA evaluation. If SLA is not
satisfied, the transition SLAViolation forwards request to RequesteRejected state. While, the request
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is forwarded for resource estimation if SLA is not violated. The transition Check_Resource_Availability
forwards requests to state RequestForResourceEstimation, while the transition ResourceMapping
forwards request to ReadyForAssigningResource state. Once the mapping of resource is done the
transition EstimatingCost forwards request to CostEstimation state. The Cost Estimation is to check
the total number of task execution in terms of time t. If Cost is satisfied, the transition ReuestForEnergyConsumption forwards request to EnergyConsumption state. The transition ComputingEnergy
forwards request to the states Ucpu , Pmax , and Pmin to compute power of hast at state Phost . The power
of the host is computed in order to determine energy consumption. The resource is assigned to a
particular request if the cost and energy parameter are satisfied. The processing of the request is
started, while the transition PerformanceEvaluation is enabled to measure the performance of the
system. The performance is ratio of number of requests completed to total number of requests received.
When a request is under processing, there are three different possibilities of request completion.
The request may be or may not be completed successfully, while the other possibility is that system
may change its state to overload or underload. The transition CheckingLoad forwards requests to
LoadComputed state. The transitions NotifyUnderUtilization and NotifyOVerUtilization forwards
request to Underload and Overload states respectively. According the state of the system Resource
Provision is done accordingly. The transition RequestHost forward a request to find a suitable host.
The task is migrated to suitable host in order to balance the overloaded host. While an underload host
is switched off after migrating task to suitable host to save energy.
The properties that depicts the behaviour of the system are expressed in TCTL. These properties
of the system are verified using TCTL formulas in TAPAAL. The TAPAAL is a verification tool
for timed-arc petri-net with in-built verification engine. The proposed framework is verified with a
significant number of properties, but for the space limitations, only few verified properties of the system
and their corresponding TCTL expressions along with verified results are shown in Tab. 1. The result
shows that queries and their corresponding TCTL formulas are satisfied.

Table 1: Properties for correct functioning of CARSS framework and corresponding TCTL formula
in TAPAAL
Query

Formula

Result

Is cost and energy computing?

∃ ♦ ((CARSS.CostOk = 1 ∧ CARSS.Energy
Consumption = 1 ∧ CARSS.Ucpu = 1) ∧
((CARSS.Pmax = 1 ∨ CARSS.Pmin = 1) ∧
CARSS.Phost = 1))
∃ ♦((CARSS.CostOk = 1 ∧ CARSS.Energy
Consumption = 1 ∧ CARSS.Ucpu = 1) ∧
(CARSS.Pmax = 1 ∨ CARSS.Pmin = 1) ∧
CARSS.Phost = 1 ∧ CARSS.Resource
AllocationDone = 1)

Satisfied

Is resource allocating to
requests?

Satisfied

(Continued)
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Query
Is request completing?

Is performance evaluating?

Is resource allocation done and
resource over load and not
underload?

Is host overload and new
resource created for migration?
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Table 1: Continued
Formula
∃ ♦ (CARSS.SLA = 1 ∧
CARSS.RequestForResourceAllocation = 1
∧ CARSS.ReadyForAssigningResource = 1
∧ CARSS.Cost Estimation = 1 ∧
CARSS.CostOk = 1 ∧
CARSS.EnergyConsumption = 1 ∧
CARSS.Pmax = 1 ∧ CARSS.Pmin = 1 ∧
CARSS.Phost = 1 ∧
CARSS.ResourceAllocationDone = 1 ∧
CARSS.Processing = 1
∧ CARSS.Performance = 1 ∧
CARSS.RequestCompleted = 1)
∃ ♦(CARSS.CostEstimation = 1 ∧
CARSS.CostOk = 1 ∧
CARSS.EnergyConsumption = 1 ∧
CARSS.Pmax = 1 ∧ CARSS.Pmin = 1 ∧
CARSS.Phost = 1 ∧
CARSS.ResourceAllocationDone = 1 ∧
CARSS.Processing = 1 ∧
CARSS.Performance = 1)
∃ ♦ (CARSS.ResourceAllocationDone = 1
∧ CARSS.Processing = 1 ∧
CARSS.Performance = 1 ∧
CARSS.LoadComputed = 1 ∧
CARSS.Overloaded = 1 ∧
CARSS.Underload = 0)
∃ ♦(CARSS.LoadComputed = 1 ∧
CARSS.Overloaded = 1 ∧
CARSS.ResourceProvisioning = 1 ∧
CARSS.FindHost = 1 ∧
CARSS.RequestForNewResource = 1 ∧
CARSS.NewResourceCreated = 1)

Result
Satisfied

Satisfied

Satisfied

Satisfied

3.2 Working of Proposed CARSS Framework

Our proposed framework is more expressive to explain the utilization of resource through
MAPE-K. For maximum utilization of resources, reduce energy and better resource provision a novel
approach is proposed to determine the state of the resources with MAPE-K control loop for better selfadaptive resource scheduling. The MAPE-K works in closed loop fashion to identify the adaptation
needs and defining and executing the operations required to deal with these needs. The sensor is used
for communication from the environment to the agent, while the actuator is used for communication
from the agent to the environment, as depicted in Fig. 1. The Information is first sensed by the Monitor
phase. However, the Executor phase communicates with actuator to respond against request.
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The proposed Algorithm 1 demonstrates working of CARSS framework. A new request is sensed
from environment based on SLA parameters. The SLA is a user-or resource-specific criterion for
each case. New incoming requests are constantly sensed by the Monitor Int-Agent, and a requestid is assigned to each new request. The Monitor Int-Agent forwards request to Analyzer Int-Agent
if and only if the request satisfies SLA. The Analyzer Int-Agent evaluates the request for resource
mapping and analyze the workload as well to guess utilization. The execution time (ET) for each
request is computed to map it to most appropriate Rjs . It computes the Ch and Ec for each host to
find most suitable resource for received requests. The Rjs is assigned to the Riq if execution time of
Riq at Rjs (ETRiq Rjs ) is less than or equals to the required time to execute Riq at Rjs (is computed with
RTERiq Rjs = DLRiq − vlRjs ). The Analyzer Int-Agent forwards information to Planner Int-Agent for a
suitable adaptation policy. As the nature of the cloud is unpredictable, the Planner phase can add
new strategies and update knowledge base accordingly. The Executer Int-Agent takes action based on
updated plan in planner phase. The Executer Int-Agent either directly execute an action specified by
the Planner Int-Agent or balances the load as per load balancing policy. The workload will be updated
at both stages i.e., when task is assigned to a resource and when it completes its execution. As the
proposed framework is multi-agent, the internal agents of each agent are internally interconnected to
internal agents of the other agents. This interconnectivity enables them to share updated information
with each other.
The Pr of the system is constantly monitored by the framework in order to determine the ratio of
completed tasks to the received tasks. The workload of each resource (vlR(t)j ) is constantly monitored
s
and computed at regular time intervals. Since every Rs has upper (UT) and lower (LT) thresholds,
while a resource is said to be underload when vlR(t)j is less than LT, overloaded when vlR(t)j is more than
s

s

UT, and balanced when the vlR(t)j lies between LT and UT. Once a resource is triggered as overload,
s
the system finds a suitable underload resource where the Riq may be migrated. For Riq executing on an
overload Rjs , system computes remaining execution time of Riq at Rjs (RETRiq Rjs ) and required transfer
time (TTRiq Rks ) to migrate Riq to Rks . The Riq is assigned to Rks if and only if RETRiq Rjs is less than TTRiq Rks . If
RETRiq Rjs is more than TTRiq Rks then the system may keep the task executing on the same resource. It will
save the migration cost as migrating the task to other resource will increase the overall completion time
for Riq . On the other hand, for energy saving purpose, it is possible that system selects and underload
resource and migrate it to another host satisfying the same condition as in case of overload resource.
The underload host switched off after migration. In any case, for an overloaded resource there is no
suitable resource available for migration the system requests for the creation of new resource enabling
elasticity in the system. The tasks are migrated to the newly created host in order to balance the load
of the system.
Algorithm 1: CARSS Algorithm


1: Input : Rq R1q , R2q , . . . . . . , Rnq
 1 2

Rs Rs , Rs , . . . . . . .. , Rms
2: While true do

3:
∀Riq ∈ R1q , R2q , . . . .. , Rnq
4:
IF (Riq  SLA) THEN


5:
∀ Rjs ∈ R1s , R2s , . . . . . . , Rms
6:

Compute ETRiq Rjs

//Rs is a VM in this case


TLRiq
//ETRiq Rjs =
vs × vq

(Continued)
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Algorithm 1: Continued
7:
Compute Ch for Riq
(t)
8:
Calculate Ucpu
to compute Ph(t)
9:
Compute Ec for Riq at Rjs
10:
END IF
11:
RjS ← Riq ⇔ Ch & Ec satisfies & ETRiq at Rjs ≤ RTERiq Rj
S
12:
Update vlRjs
//vlRjs = vlRjs + ETRiq
13:
14:
15:
16:

(t)

TRc
Monitor the Pr to determine TT
(t)
R


∀ Rjs ∈ R1s, R2s , . . . . . . , Rms 
∀Riq ∈ R1q , R2q , . . . .. , Rnq
Calculate vlR(t)j
s

IF vlR(t)j ≥ UT Then Rjs ← Overload

17:

s

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

ELSEIF vlR(t)j ≤ LT Then Rjs ← Underload
s
ELSE Rjs ← balanced
∀ Rjs ∈ Overload Select Riq , compute RETRiq Rjs
∀Rk ∈ Under − load, compute TTRiq Rks
 si 
Rq
for migration ⇔ RETRiq Rjs < TTRiq Rks
Rks
Otherwise let Riq execute on Rjs
∀ Rj ∈ Under − load, SelectRiq , compute RETRiq Rjs
 is
Rq
for migration ⇔ RETRiq Rjs < TTRiq Rks & Rks ∈ normal
Rks
Migrate the Riq to Rks and switched off Rjs for energy saving
∃ Riq executing on overloaded host and no suitable host found for migration
Create a new Rs and migrate Riq

The proposed CARSS framework selects a Rs with highest acceptance probability and then
updates CPU utilization and workload of that particular resource. Secondly based on the shared
information, the framework selects best option of migrating a virtual machine to other physical
machine. It is important to mention that simultaneous migration of several VMs to reduce energy
consumption can cause massive overhead and service degradation. To address these issues our
proposed framework collects information from physical machines while allocation and migration is
done self adaptively by considering the relevant concerns. When a migration is done the selected VM
will empty the physical machine so the physical machine may put in sleep mode for energy saving
and migration keeps the CPU utilization of Physical machine below the threshold value. Our selfadaptive system will decide when to create new VM and when to kill VM with respect to allocation and
migration in order to enhance the performance of the system and minimize the energy consumption.
4 Conclusion

In this paper the CARSS framework is proposed for self-adaptive resource scheduling for dynamic
cloud environment and unpredictable workload which depicts the improved performance. Our paper
applies formal modeling and verification to cloud environment in order to determine the correctness
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of the system. The proposed CARSS framework is more expressive than the traditional approaches,
since it mainly includes managed and managing system. The managed system is an ARTIS agent
that works on five parameters namely cost, energy, performance, resource provision and SLA. On the
other hand, the managing system deploys Int-Agent at each host for self-adaptive resource scheduling.
These In-Agents are internally interconnected. The Int-Agent monitors the system locally and make
local decision at their own, while the information is shared among all Int-Agents that plays a vital
role for making global decisions like migration and load balancing. In the planner phase determines
the state of the system based on current CPU utilization and workload and acceptable adaptation
policies are generated for that particular state. The Executer phase implements best strategy received
from the Planner phase. The accuracy and preciseness of the functionality of the system is modeled
in TAPN and are verified through TAPAAL model checker. The results of the verification shows that
our proposed CARSS framework satisfies all properties, demonstrating the rationality and reliability
of this framework.
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